





















Written$ approaches$ for$ orally$ traded$dialects$ can$ always$ be$ seen$ controversial.$One$ could$ say$
that$there$are$as$many$forms$of$writing$a$dialect$as$there$are$speakers$of$that$dialect.$This$is$not$only$
true$ for$ the$ different$ dialectal$ varieties$ of$ German$ that$ exist$ in$ Europe,$ but$ also$ in$ dialect$ language$
islands$ on$ other$ continents$ such$ as$ the$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ in$ Brazil.$ For$ the$ standardization$ of$ a$
language$ variety$ there$ must$ be$ some$ determined,$ general$ norms$ regarding$ orthography$ and$
graphemics.!Equipe!Hunsrik$works$on$the$standardization,$expansion,$and$dissemination$of$the$German$
dialect$ variety$ spoken$ in$ Rio$Grande$ do$ Sul$ (South$ Brazil).$ The$main$ concerns$ of$ the$ project$ are$ the$
insertion$of$Riograndese$Hunsrik$as$official$community$language$of$Rio$Grande$do$Sul$that$is$also$taught$
at$school.$Therefore,$the$project$team$from$Santa$Maria$do$Herval$developed$a$writing$approach$that$is$
based$ on$ the$ Portuguese$ grapheme$ inventory.$ It$ is$ used$ in$ the$ picture$ dictionary!Meine! ëyerste! 100!
Hunsrik! wërter$ (2010).$ This$ article$ discusses$ the$ picture$ dictionary$ in$ detail$ and$ presents$ the$ newly$
















Verschriftlichung$des$Dialekts$wird$ immer$ als$ problematisch$ angesehen.$Man$ könnte$durchaus$








das$ Projektteam$ aus$ Santa$ Maria$ do$ Herval$ eine$ an$ das$ Brasilianische$ Portugiesische$ angelehnte$
Schreibweise,$ die$ im$ dialektalen$ Bildwörterbuch$Meine! ëyerste! 100! Hunsrik! wërter$ (2010)$ dargelegt$
wird.$ Im$ vorliegenden$ Beitrag$ wird$ einerseits$ das$ Wörterbuch$ präsentiert$ und$ andererseits$ die$










The$ project$ team$ Equipe! Hunsrik$ in$ Santa$ Maria$ do$ Herval,$ Southern$ Brazil,$
stands$at$the$very$beginning$of$its$lexicographic$researches,$but$already$now,$there$are$
some$ remarkable$ results$ which$ deserve$ a$ closer$ look.$ Especially$ the$ work$ on$ a$
dictionary,$which$carries$ the$projects$name,$ is$ in$ the$center$of$ interest.$The$ team$of$
Equipe! Hunsrik! is$ concerned$ with$ the$ standardization$ of$ the$ German$ variety$
“Riograndese$Hunsrik”$(=$“Riograndenser$Hunsrückisch”)$that$is$spoken$by$700,000$to$
2,000,000$ people$ (cf.$ Maselko$ 2013:$ 43`44)$ in$ the$ state$ of$ Rio$ Grande$ do$ Sul$ in$
Southern$ Brazil.$ Their$ utmost$ concern$ is$ the$ approval$ of$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ as$







was$ the$ publishing$ of$ the$ dictionary$ hrx.$ (=$Riograndenser$ Hunsrückisch) 1 !Meine!
ëyerste! 100! Hunsrik! wërter$ ‘My$ first$ 100$ words$ in$ Hunsrik’$ (cf.$ Allen,$ Dewes$ &$
Hamester$Johann$2010)$in$2010.$In$addition$to$the$basic$words$of$Riograndese$Hunsrik$




Therefore,$ it$ is$ a$ pleasure$ to$ introduce$ this$ rather$ small$ but$ very$ thoughtfully$
developed$and$useful$publication$in$this$article.2$
Before$reviewing$the$dictionary$in$detail,$a$short$ introduction$of$the$variety,$on$
which$ the$ publication$ is$ based,$will$ be$ given,$ especially$ since$ it$ seems$ to$ be$ a$ terra!
incognita!even$in$the$linguistic$field.$Riograndese$Hunsrik$is$a$German$dialect$language$
island,$ or,$ as$Maselko$ (2013:$ 47`48)$ suggests,$ a$ “transcontinental$ interdialect$ area”$
which,$ on$ one$ hand$ combines$ different$ varieties$ of$ German$ (interdialectal$ and$
intralingual$ contact)$ and$ on$ the$ other$ hand$ is$ influenced$ by$ other$ languages$
(interlingual$ contact),$ especially$ the$ coexisting$ Brazilian$ Portuguese,$ which$ is$ the$
official$ language$ of$ Brazil.$ In$ the$ very$ case$ of$ the$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ it$ doesn’t$
overlap$the$German$variety$but$is$used$as$an$alternative$way$of$communication.$In$the$
transcontinental$ interdialect$ area$ of$ Rio$ Grande$ do$ Sul$ different$ dialects$ meet.$
Pomeranian,$ Swabian,$ Westphalian$ (cf.$ Altenhofen$ 1996:$ 4),$ Bohemian$ German,$
Frisian$ (cf.$ Fausel$ 1959:$ 7),$ Central$ Bavarian,$Moselle$ Franconian,$ Rhine$ Franconian$
(Palatine$ and$Hessian),$ East$ Central$German$ und$Volhynia$German$ (cf.$ Ziegler$ 1996:$
45`46),$ can$ be$ found$ there.$ That$ goes$ back$ to$ the$ 25th$ of$ July,$ 1824,$ when$ the$
immigration$of$people$coming$from$very$different$German$spoken$regions$started.$The$
main$ migration$ flow$ came$ from$ South$ West$ Germany,$ especially$ Hunsrik$ and$
Palatinate$ (cf.$ Engelmann$ 2004:$ 62),$ where$ at$ least$ two$ big$ dialects,$ Moselle$
Franconian$and$Rhine$Franconian,$are$spoken.$Therefore$the$decision$for$naming$the$
                                                










German$ of$ Rio$ Grande$ do$ Sul$ was$ mainly$ based$ on$ geographical$ terms$ instead$ of$
linguistic$ones.$This$should$ indicate$the$ linguistic$heterogeneity$of$ the$German$origin$
but$also$the$verbal$and$demographic$dominance$of$the$Hunsrik$region$in$the$migration$
area$ in$ Southern$ Brazil.$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ became$ a$ hypernym$ for$ the$ German$
spoken$in$Southern$Brazil$(cf.$Altenhofen$1996:$4).$
A$ short$ notice$ on$ the$ structure$ of$ this$ article:$ In$ §$ 2$ the$ reasons$ for$ the$
foundation$ of$ the$ project$Hunsrik$ and$ its$ goals$ are$ shortly$ explained.$ After$ that$ the$
picture$dictionary$itself$will$be$described$and$discussed$regarding$characteristics$such$
as$typology,$usability,$choice$of$entries,$and$influence$and$contact$to$other$languages$
and$varieties.$Chapter$ four$describes$ the$orthographic$ rules$ that$were$developed$by$







Johann$was$ the$ kickoff$ for$ the$ dialect$ dictionary.$ Compared$ to$ the$ situation$ of$ the$
Hungarian$ German$ dialects,$ which$ was$ described$ by$ Knipf`Komlósi$ (2012:$ 103`105),$
the$ frequency$of$dialect$use$ in$Southern$Brazil$ continues$ to$decrease.$On$ that$basis,$
also$ the$ number$ of$ people$ being$ capable$ of$ using$ and$ understanding$ the$ Hunsrik$
dialect$ in$ that$ area$ become$ less$ and$ less.$ But$ for$ the$ moment$ there$ is$ still$ a$ vast$
spread$of$people$speaking$that$dialect.$As$proven$in$two$research$stays$in$2012$in$that$





loss$of$ that$German$variety$ in$Latin$America,$a$working$ team$on$ the$Hunsrik$ started$
some$projects$for$getting$kids$and$young$adults$in$touch$with$it.$Before$focusing$on$the$









to$ understand$ so$ young$ people$ from$ the$ Hunsrik$ region$ could$ easily$ apply$ and$
understand$ them$(cf.$Bost$2012:$42).$Getting$ to$know$the$ language$a$ little$bit$better$
and$making$ especially$ young$ people$more$ familiar$with$ the$ dialect$ is$ actually$ not$ a$
new$method$ in$ supporting$ a$ language$ variety$ and,$ as$ shown$ by$ the$ current$ results,$
turned$ out$ to$ be$ successful$ one$ more$ time.$ A$ young$ person$ getting$ offered$
understandable$ and$ clear$ dialectal$ contents$ will$ make$ use$ of$ the$ advantage$ of$





great$ grandparent’s$ language.$ Parents$ who$ speak$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ fluently$ are$







common$ variety$ of$ their$ familiar$ background$ and$ even$ have$ troubles$ using$ the$
Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ orally.$ Mostly$ these$ kids$ only$ have$ passive$ contacts$ with$ this$
regional$ German$ language$ and$ are$ only$ familiar$ with$ it$ from$ tales$ and$ stories$ from$
their$ parents$ and$ grandparents.$ Exceptions$ from$ this$ trend$ can$ be$ found$ in$ Nova$
Petrópolis$ und$ Santa$Maria$ do$Herval,$where$ the$Hunsrik$ language$ is$ also$ taught$ at$
school.3$Kids,$who$only$had$little$contact$with$the$language$of$their$ancestors$before,$
                                                
3$Congratulations$and$highest$appreciation$to$the$innovative$and$successful$Husrik$projects$and$to$their$








are$ able$ to$ get$ to$ know$ the$ dialect$whereas$ children$ coming$ from$ actively$ Hunsrik`
speaking$households$have$the$opportunity$to$strengthen$and$improve$the$knowledge$
of$their$mother$tongue.$In$Santa$Maria$do$Herval$Equipe!Hunsrik$gives$small$prizes$and$
medals$ to$ kids$ and$ young$ adults$ for$ producing$ small$ texts$ in$ Hunsrik.$ Next$ to$ the$









other$ literary$ publications$ keep$ their$ normative`prescriptive$ characteristics.$ This$
doesn’t$happen$in$a$very$complex$form,$so$to$make$it$easier$to$use$and$establish$them$
as$a$language$tool.$“Is$this$suggested$to$be$an$introduction$into$the$language,$a$kind$of$
language$acquisition$handbook,$whereas$ the$other$ is$meant$ to$be$used$as$ reference$
work”$ (Stellmacher$ 1986:$ 39;$ [translation:$MM])4$for$ everybody$who$wants$ to$ know$
how$ a$ word$ is$ translated$ to$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ or$ how$ it$ is$ spelled$ “correctly”$
meaning,$ how$ the$ rules$ suggested$ by$ Equipe! Hunsrik! are$ applied.$ According$ to$
Stellmacher$ (1986:$ 36)$ and$ Löffler$ (1990:$ 17)$ the$ most$ common$ function$ of$ a$
dictionary$ has$ to$ be$ pointed$ out:$ the$ documental$ function.$ The$ authors$ of$Meine!
ëyerste! 100!Hunsrik!wërter!and$ other$ glossary$ of$ the$ Riograndese$Hunsrik$ intend$ to$
supply$ interested$ people$ with$ information$ and$ answers$ to$ that$ German$ variety$ but$
also$want$to$document$and$to$inventory$a$concrete$set$of$vocabulary$–$the$lexis$of$the$
South$ Brazilian$ variety$ of$ German.$ The$ antiquarian$ interests$ of$ dialect$ lexicography$
                                                                                                                                          
In$March$2009,$after$the$successful$implementation$of$the$orthographic$system$for$the$Hunsrik$variety,$
the$council$of$Santa$Maria$do$Herval$decided$to$teach$half$of$the$lessons$up$to$the$4th$grade$of$primary$
school$ in$ Hunsrik.$ Also$ the$ teaching$ of$ the$ alphabet$ will$ be$ hold$ partly$ in$ the$ Hunsrik$ dialect.$ A$
cooperation$between$Santa$Maria$do$Herval$in$Rio$Grande$do$Sul$and$a$German$colony$in$Espírito$Santo$












dialects,$which$were$mostly$ traded$orally,$ from$extinction$and$cultivate$ them.$“From$
the$very$early$times$on,$it$was$clear,$that$dialects$only$exist$orally$and$therefore$must$
be$ written$ down$ to$ keep$ them$ longer$ than$ the$ action$ of$ speaking$ and$make$ them$
repeatable$ in$ that$ way”$ (Löffler$ 1990:$ 17`18;$ [translation:$ MM]).5$But$ not$ only$ the$
lexical$ items$ get$ preserved$ within$ the$ publications$ in$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik,$ also$ the$
landscape,$ the$ culture$ and$ the$ history$ get$ –$mostly$ unintended$ –$ described$ in$ such$
publications$ (cf.$ Friebertshäuser$ 1976:$ 8).$ The$ cultural$ and$ linguistic$ heritage$ of$ the$
Hunsrik$has$to$be$preserved,$even$if$one$day$the$active$use$of$the$variety$will$be$totally$








Looking$ at$ it$ from$ the$ point$ of$ functionality$ the$ publication$ of$ Allen,$Dewes$&$
Hamester$Johann$(2010)$is,$as$already$pointed$out$in$the$previous$chapter,$a$normative$
prescriptive$ handbook$ dictionary.$ Mostly$ adolescent$ users$ should$ be$ given$ the$
possibility$ to$ look$ up$ unknown$Hunsrik$words,$ their$ correct$ pronunciation$ and$ their$
spelling$which$are$suggested$by$the$homogenous$graphemics`orthographic$rules.$
Seen$ from$ its$ areal$ characteristics,$ it$ might$ be$ more$ diatopic$ than$ word$
geographic,$such$as$most$dialect$dictionaries$of$the$present.$The$number$of$ lemmata$
and$the$scientific$reliability$of$the$publication$must$be$seen$as$problematic.$Only$words$
that$can$be$ found$all$over$ the$ linguistic$area$of$ the$Riograndese$Hunsrik$ in$Southern$
Brazil$ without$ more$ than$ a$ slight$ phonetic$ variation$ make$ their$ entry$ into$ the$
dictionary.$The$authors$leave$out$local$idioms$on$purpose,$which$are$characteristic$for$
                                                
5$Deu.$ “Man$war$ sich$ […]$ in$ früher$Zeit$ schon$bewußt,$daß$Mundart$nur$die$gesprochene$Form$kennt$







syntopic$ dictionaries.$ Size$ and$ structure$ of$ the$ dictionary$ can$ be$ compared$ with$
syntopic$ glossaries$ of$ laymen$ but$ the$ vast$ area$ that$ is$ covered$ by$ the$ Hunsrik!
dictionary$stands$against$that$definition.$$
The$areal`scientific$problem$is$also$discussed$in$Stellmacher$(1986:$40`41).$For$a$
better$ distinction$ between$ the$ different$ types$ of$ dialect$ dictionaries$ a$ third$ type$ is$
suggested$ by$ him.$ He$ calls$ it$ a$ vast`landscape$ handbook$ dictionary$ that$ is$ primarily$
addressed$ to$ “people$who$are$ interested$ to$ the$ language$and$ follows$practical$ aims$
and$knowledge.$[...]$It$introduces$the$dialects$of$a$certain$area$[...].$It$conveys$the$ideas$
of$the$geography$of$words$ in$a$rough$overview$more$than$a$detailed$and$close$look”$
(Stellmacher$ 1986:$ 41;$ [translation:$ MM]). 6 $This$ definition$ matches$ exactly$ the$
dictionary$ of$ Equipe! Hunsrik! that$ is$ introduced$ in$ that$ article$ and$ therefore$ the$
classification$as$vast`landscape$handbook$dictionary$will$be$used$for$categorization.$$
Finally$ the$ dictionary$ of$ Allen,$ Dewes$ &$ Hamester$ Johann$ (2010)$ should$ be$




of$ dictionary,$ especially$ when$ made$ for$ children$ and$ youth,$ single$ lemmata$ are$
supported$by$pictures.$The$picture$has$a$central$function$in$transporting$the$meaning$
of$ the$ word$ and$ therefore$ the$ dictionary$ can$ be$ called$ an$ onomasiological$ picture$





By$ creating$ a$ dictionary$ or$ handbook$ the$ users$ are$ a$ main$ part$ of$ any$
lexicographic$ work.$ A$ fundamental$ part$ of$ the$ discipline$ is$ that$ the$ users$ of$ a$
dictionary$should$always$be$ in$the$main$focus.$ It$ is$worth$having$a$closer$ look$at$ the$
intended$ users$ of$ the$ picture$ dictionary.$ It$ would$ be$ quite$ difficult$ not$ to$ agree$ to$










Hildebrandt’s$ (1986:$ 29;$ [translation:$ MM])$ controversial$ but$ understandable$
statement:$“The$best$dialectologist$is$without$any$doubt$a$person,$which$has$spoken$a$
dialect$from$childhood$on.”7$$
This$ situation$ is$ hard$ to$ find,$ especially$ when$ talking$ about$ a$ language$ island,$
where$ the$ language$ community$ is$ surrounded$ by$ a$ majority$ of$ people$ that$ speaks$
another$ language$and$very$often$belongs$to$a$different$ethnicity$(cf.$Mattheier$1994:$
334).$As$a$result,$the$speakers$of$a$minor$dialect$or$variety$are$more$or$less$forced$to$
bilingualism$ and$ a$ coexistence$ of$ languages,$ which$ should$ not$ be$ seen$ negatively.$
Knipf`Komlósi$(2008:$52)$even$calls$linguistic$and$social$contact$phenomena$necessary$
conditions$ for$ language$ islands,$ but$with$ it$ goes$ a$ tendency$ “away$ from$dialect$ and$
towards$ the$official$ language”.$This$happens$because$of$different$ “usabilities”$of$ the$
two$ or$ more$ languages$ and$ especially$ kids$ and$ young$ people$ tend$ to$ follow$ that$
course$quickly.$Therefore$it$is$understandable$that$especially$this$peer$group$lies$within$
the$focus$of$project$Hunsrik.!Stellmacher’s$(1986:$36)$user$hypothesis$stands$as$a$very$
relevant$ realization$ at$ the$ beginning$ of$ the$ process$ of$ planning$ a$ dictionary.$ As$
planned$by$the$project$team$children$and$young$adults$whose$competence$of$dialect$
varies$ strongly$ in$ South$ Brazil$ turned$ out$ to$ be$ the$ biggest$ number$ of$ users$ of$ the$
Hunsrik$ dictionary.$ The$ picture$ dictionary$ is$ frequently$ used$ by$ kids$ who$ speak$
Riograndese$Hunsrik$fluently$but$also$by$those$who$come$from$a$Hunsrik$background$
but$have$no$or$very$little$knowledge$of$the$dialect.$The$first$group$can$use$the$content$
for$ repeating$ and$ strengthening$ their$ vocabulary,$ whereas$ the$ second$ group$makes$
use$of$ it$as$ learning$material$such$as$an$ABC`book.$The$first$edition$of$Meine!ëyerste!
100! Hunsrik! wërter!was$ published!with$ a$ print$ run$ of$ twelve$ thousand$ copies.$ Two$
thousand$ copies$ were$ used$ by$ teachers$ and$ ten$ thousand$ were$ given$ to$ kids$ at$
school.8$Some$ copies$ can$ be$ found$ in$ the$ museum$ of$ the$ German$ colony$ in$ Santa$
Maria$do$Herval,$where$an$attached$library$is$open$to$interested$people$and$amongst$
other$pieces,$dictionaries$can$be$borrowed$or$bought$for$a$small$symbolic$amount.$
                                                
7 $Deu.$ “Der$ beste$ Dialektologe$ ist$ nach$ wie$ vor$ der,$ der$ von$ Hause$ aus$ ein$ fest$ verwurzelter$
Dialektsprecher$ist”$(Hildebrandt$1986:$29).$














Wiesemann$ wrote$ a$ preface$ in$ Portuguese,$ commenting$ shortly$ on$ the$ history$ of$
German$migration$ to$ Southern$ Brazil$ and$ the$ project$Hunsrik,$ emphasizing$ on$ their$
striving$for$a$homogenous,$standardized$and$user`friendly$written$form$of$the$Hunsrik.$
The$ second$ part$ is$ a$ bilingual$ (Hunsrik`Portuguese)$ introduction$ into$ the$ Hunsrik!






After$ the$ introduction$ the$ visualized$main$part$of$ the$dictionary$ can$be$ found.$








‘[aMASC]$ father’$which$ is$closer$ to$ the$Standard$German.$The$authors$also$put$widely`
used$Portuguese$loanwords$such$as$te/ti!wowo$(Port.$[=Portuguese]$vovôMASC/vovóFEM)$
‘[aMASC/FEM]$ grandfather/grandmother’,$ which$ semantically$ differs$ between$ both$
grandparents$only$by$the$article$that$refers$to$the$sex$of$the$person$spoken$about.$All$








together$ you$ can$ find$ 118$ words$ in$ the$ dictionary.$ Prepositions$ and$ infinitives$ that$
were$transferred$into$a$substantive$in$the$Rhinish$progressive$form$not$counted.$
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put$ together.$ The$ title$ of$ each$ category$ is$ shown$ in$ the$ upper$ left$ corner$ of$ the$
graphic.$The$selection$of$the$pictures$is$remarkably$well$done,$the$pictures$are$selected$
by$region,$according$to$the$topic$either$authentic$or$artificial$and$the$picture$quality$is$
adequate.$The$highest$possible$clearness$of$meaning$ is$reached$ in$combining$all$ that$
factors$and$the$cutout$or$zoom$towards$the$object$spoken$about.$After$a$close$look$it$













meant$ to$be$ the$ illustration$ for$explaining$ the$color$ ‘blue’$ (plau).$The$color$ filling$up$
the$ rectangle$which$should$ illustrate$ the$ lemma$ is$by$no$means$blue$but$violet.$This$
might$be$a$mistake$of$the$printing$process.$
As$already$mentioned,$ the$picture$dictionary$of$ the$Riograndese$Hunsrik$offers$
vocabulary$ on$ fourteen$ topics$ of$ the$ daily$ life$ of$ its$ intended$ users.$ The$ fourteen$
categories$ are:$ family,$ clothes,$ kitchen,$ dishes,$ toys,$ visit,$ park,$ traffic,$ celebration,$
body$parts,$(separate)$head,$colors,$bathroom,$and$bedroom.$It$was$definitely$not$an$
easy$ task$ for$ the$ authors$ to$ choose$ only$ seven$ ideal`typical$ hyponyms$ for$ each$
category$out$of$such$a$vast$pool$of$words.$But$ their$decisions$are$good$or$even$very$
good,$when$having$ the$ intended$recipients,$kids$and$adolescents,$ in$mind.$The$word$
paradigms$ to$ the$ topics$ of$ family,$ clothing,$ park,$ celebration,$ body$ parts,$ head$ and$




or$grocery.$ It$ is$also$controversial$ that$amongst$ six$nutritional$products$ there$ is$only$
one$ drink,$ milk$ (ti! milich).$ The$ Hunsrik`picture$ dictionary$ is$ lacking$ of$ the$ category$
furniture$or$common$objects$ in$rooms,$which$are$also$a$part$of$the$basic$vocabulary.$
On$ the$ other$ hand$ you$ can$ find$ very$ general$ pieces$ of$ furniture$ such$ as$ tas! fënxter$
‘[aNEUT]$window’,$ti!tëyer$ ‘[aFEM]$door’,$te!tix$ ‘[aMASC]$table’$or$te!xtuul$ ‘[aMASC]$chair’$in$
very$ specific$ topic$ fields$ such$ as$ Tas! paat! tsimer$ ‘aNEUT$ bathroom’,$ Tas! xloof! tsimer$
‘[aNEUT]$bedroom’$or$even$Kexër!am!ab!xpiile$‘to$wash$the$dishes$(literally:$washing$the$
dishes)’$ where$ such$ common$ objects$ disturb$ the$ concept.$ The$ subsummation$ of$ ti!
Mantel$ ‘[aFEM]$coat’,$ti!mits$ ‘[aFEM]$cap’,$te!Rok$ ‘[aMASC]$skirt’,$ti!wol!xuu!/!ti!wol!xlape$
‘[aFEM]$slipper’$under$the$category$visit$as$well$as$the$lemma$di!pop$‘[aFEM]$doll’$put$into$
the$category$bedroom$ is$also$seen$problematic$ since$all$ these$words$have$ their$own$
thematic$categories.$A$small$change$or$rather$addendum$could$be$made$to$the$title$of$
the$ word$ collection$ toys$ regarding$ their$ components.$ This$ category$ shows$ little$ toy$
figures$of$animals$which$carry$the$animals$names;$a$suggestion$would$be$to$extend$the$








the$mentioning$of$ important$basic$ lemmata.$The$word$collection$ for$Tas!paat! tsimer$
‘[aNEUT]$bathroom’$should$carry$dialectal$forms$for$shower,$lavatory$or$toilet$(instead$of$
ti!ënt!/!ti!pat!‘[aFEM]$duck’$bzw.$ti!tëyer$‘[aFEM]$door’),$to$avoid$semantic$confusion.$
Despite$ all$ shortcomings,$ which$ certainly$ happened$ accidentally$ rather$ than$
because$of$incompetence$or$missing$motivation,$it$should$be$pointed$out$once$more,$
that$ the$ publication$ of$ the$ picture$ dictionary$ in$ combination$with$ other$ appropriate$
material$ for$ children$ and$ adolescents$ serves$ perfectly$ its$ purposes.$ Its$ role$ as$ a$
transmitter$of$the$Riograndese$Hunsrik$could$also$be$observed$during$the$stay$in$Santa$
Maria$do$Herval$and$its$neighboring$villages.$Hunsrik! lessons,$even$if$quite$difficult$at$




of$ the$ Hunsrik`picture$ dictionary$ can$ be$ seen$ in$ other$ parts$ of$ the$ educational$





After$ the$ picture$ dictionary$ the$ authors$ list$ the$ orthographic$ rules$ that$ were$
applied.$ The$phonetic`phonological$ system$of$ the$Riograndese$Hunsrik$ is$ shown$ in$ a$
chart$marking$the$specific$dialectal$notation$based$on$the$graphemic$and$orthographic$
similarities$ and$ differences$ to$ Brazilian$ Portuguese.$ An$ alphabet$ containing$ twenty$














visualized$ in$ the$main$part,$ the$ glossary$ also$ comments$on$ those$words$used$ in$ the$
introductory$ text$ to$ the$ Hunsrik$ dialect.$ This$ makes$ a$ total$ of$ 241$ entries$ in$ the$
glossary,$as$shown$in$Figure$2$through$the$example$of$the$letter$K.!Other$than$in$the$
picture$part$the$semasiological$principal$is$being$used$in$the$glossary.$
With$ that$ glossary$ the$ users$ also$ have$ access$ to$ the$ contents$ in$ Portuguese,$
therewith$the$official$language$is$also$taken$into$consideration.$Lemmata$are$put$into$
an$ alphabetic$ order$ applying$ the$ specifically$ developed$ rules$ of$ orthography.$ If$ the$
plural$form$of$a$substantive$differs$from$its$single$form,$it$is$cited$in$parenthesis$after$
the$ Portuguese$ translation.$ Differing$ plural$ forms$ in$ Standard$ German$ are$ not$
automatically$transferred$to$the$Riograndese$Hunsrik.$As$seen$ in$many$other$dialects$
of$ German,$ tendencies$ to$ equalization$ of$ the$ two$ forms$ can$ be$ noticed.$ Partial$
clearance$of$the$plural$suffixes,$e.g.$the$final$sound$+n$in$the$unstressed$ending$`en$(cf.$
Schirmunski$ 2010:$ 477)$ as$ well$ as$ the$ total$ reduction$ of$ the$ plural$ markers$ and$
















Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ had$ no$ active$ contact$ to$ the$ standard$ variety$ of$ the$
German,10$which$was$only$familiar$to$the$first$generations$of$immigrants.$The$dialectal$






like$ this$ in$ the$ dictionary.$ Usually$ dialectal$ words$ that$ only$ differ$ in$ phonetics$ and$
phonology$ from$ the$ standard$ variety$ wouldn’t$ be$ put$ as$ lemmata$ in$ a$ dialect$
dictionary$ (cf.$Wiegand$ 1986:$ 193).$ As$ an$ explanation$ the$ type$ of$ the$ dictionary,$ its$
intended$ users$ and$ its$ self`set$ aim$ has$ to$ be$ taken$ into$ consideration$ (cf.$Wiegand$
1986:$190).$This$makes$clear$that$also$content$close$to$standard$language$is$included$in$
the$ dictionaries$ vocabulary.$ As$ a$ side$ note,$ we$ should$ keep$ in$ mind$ that$ the$ area$
where$German$is$spoken$as$standard$language$and$in$different$dialectal$varieties$lies$in$
Europe,$ a$ continent$ which$ is$ 11,000$ km$ from$ Southern$ Brazil.$ The$ lack$ of$ on$
intralingual$contact$to$the$codified$German$language$and$the$missing$of$a$sociocultural$
bond$ to$ the$original$ homeland$of$ the$German$ language$ cannot$ be$ compared$ to$ the$
situation$ of$ single$ dialects$ within$ the$ cohesive$ German$ speaking$ area$ in$ Europe$ or$
other$inner`European$language$islands$of$German.$
Transcontinental$ interdialect$ areas$ produce$ their$ own$ environment$ and$ reality$
which$is$unknown$and$alien$to$the$German$speakers$in$Europe.$From$a$scientific$point$
of$view$this$ can$also$be$ transferred$ to$ the$dialect$ lexicography.$This$explains$ the$big$
number$of$word$material$(75.4$%)$that$seems$semantically$and$morphologically$close$
to$ Standard$ German$ even$ if$ pronunciation$ and$ the$ dialectal$ notation$ based$ on$
                                                
10$An$indirect$contact$can$be$slightly$noticed$in$the$literary$language$due$to$its$form.$The$monthly$journal$









Portuguese$differ$ from$the$standard$ form$ (e.g.$ te!khërwer$ –$Deu.!der!Körper$ ‘[aMASC]$
body’,$ti!pëxt$–$Deu.$die!Bürste$‘[aFEM]$brush’,$tas!meetche$–$Deu.$das!Mädchen$‘[aNEUT]$
daughter$ /$ girl’).$ The$ close$ relation$ of$ these$ words$ to$ Standard$ German$ is$ not$
recognized$ in$Southern$Brazil$and$counted$as$any$other$dialectal$word$to$unser!xeen!
Hunsrik!Xprooch!‘our$beautiful$Hunsrik$language’.$In$summary$it$should$be$noted,$that$
standard$ close$ words$ which$ not$ only$ occur$ in$ the$ dialect$ lexicography$ of$ the$
Riograndese$Hunsrik$ find$ their$way$ into$ the$dictionary$ for$a$good$ reason,$ since$ their$
situation$is$different$from$dialect$and$language$island$areas$ in$Europe.$Therefore$ it$ is$




language$ and$ will$ not$ bother$ whether$ or$ not$ these$ words$ are$ closely$ related$ to$ a$
codified$ variety$of$ other$ countries.$ Since$ they$mostly$ stand$at$ the$ very$beginning$of$
learning$ the$Riograndese$Hunsrik,$ the$ picture$ dictionary$ should$ fulfill$ its$ educational$
functions$and$therefore$must$not$be$segmented$by$proximity$to$Standard$German.$As$




the$ Hunsrik! dictionary$ also$ excluding$ the$ inextricable$ borrowings$ of$ Brazilian$
Portuguese.$ Arranging$ them$ after$ the$ suggested$ rules$ of$ Wiegand$ (1986:$ 193)$




(designatum)$ only$ in$ dialect$ and$ don’t$ occur$ in$ the$ literary$ language”$ (Löffler$ 1990:$
119;$ [translation:$ MM]).12$They$ also$ don’t$ show$ etymologic$ relations$ to$ the$ inner$
                                                










European$ German$ or$ Portuguese.$ They$ are$ called$ ‘only`dialect`words’.$ For$ this$
category$only$one$ lemma,! ti!kap$ ‘[aFEM]$swing’$can$be$ found$that$differs$clearly$ from$
the$Standard$German$word$Schaukel!and$the$Brazilian`Portuguese$word$balanço.$The$
next$group$contains$dialectal$loanwords$from$Portuguese,$so$called$foreign$objects$(cf.$
Hornung$1986:$65),$which$exist$ in$ the$Riograndese$Hunsrik$as$well$ as$ in$ the$primary$





standard”$ (Wiegand$ 1986:$ 193;$ [translation:$ MM]). 13 $These$ words$ are$ called$
semantically$ differing$ dialect`standard`words.$Within$ the$ group$of$ lemmata$differing$
from$Standard$German$this$category$is$one$of$the$biggest$analyzing$the$entries$of$the$
Hunsrik$dictionary.$E.g.$ the$ ‘ball’$ is$ called$ ti!khuuchel$ in$Hunsrik,$whereas$Deu.$Kugel$
refers$to$a$heavier$round$and$filled$object$such$as$a$ ‘sphere’,$ ‘bowl’$or$ ‘bullet’.$For$a$
‘ball’,$the$Standard$German$expression$Deu.$Ball!is$being$used.$The$Hunsrik$lemma$tas!
tswaay!raat$‘[aNEUT]$bicycle’$can$be$seen$in$relation$to$the$Standard$German$equivalent$




that$ category$ were$ found$ in$ the$ dictionary:$ te! kaul$ ‘[aMASC]$ horse’$ and$ tas! tsaych$
‘[aNEUT]$clothes’.$The$first$word,$Deu.$Gaul,$actually$characterizes$‘nag’$and$the$second$
one,$ Deu.$ Zeug,$ refers$ to$ ‘stuff,$ gear,$ things’$ whereas$ the$ equivalent$ of$ present$
Standard$German$would$be$Pferd$and$Kleidung.$
Finally$there$is$one$last$category$to$be$discussed.$It$consists$of$words$that$differ$
only$ in$ their$ morphology$ from$ Standard$ German.$ Ten$ entries$ belong$ to$ this$ group,$
which$ makes$ a$ rather$ big$ percentage$ having$ the$ total$ in$ mind.$ The$ lemmata$ “only$
differ$ morphologically$ from$ the$ standard$ language,$ e.g.$ nouns$ differ$ in$ gender$ or$
                                                







pluralization”$ (Wiegand$ 1986:$ 193;$ [translation:$ MM]).14$Other$ grammatical$ genders$
than$set$by$the$rules$of$Standard$German$can$be$found$within$ four$entries.$Three$of$
those$ four$ are$ denotated$with$ the$masculine$ instead$of$ the$ Standard$German$norm$
(e.g.$te!thorte$‘[aMASC]$cake’).$Two$times$the$influencing$Portuguese$is$most$likely$to$be$
seen$ as$ the$ reason$ for$ a$ gender$ difference$ to$ Standard$ German.$ According$ to$ their$
Portuguese$ correspondents$ te! auto$ ‘[aMASC]$ car’$ and$ ti! ëpel$ ‘[anFEM]$ apple’$ carry$ a$




in$ Standard$ German$ and$ carrying$ a$ plural$ ending$ in$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik.$ In$ the$
majority$of$cases$it$is$the$suffix$+e$(e.g.$te!tëler$–!ti!tëler+e,$Deu.$Teller$–$Teller+ø$‘[aMASC]$







pët$ ‘[aNEUT]$bed’$ takes$on$the$ending$ +er$ (ti!pët+er$ ‘beds’),$whereas$Standard$German$
uses$the$ending$+en!to$mark$the$plural$(Deu.$Bett+en$‘beds’).$The$lemma$ti!ranj$‘[anFEM]$
orange’$ is$ also$ added$ to$ the$ group$ of$ dialect`standard$ words,$ which$ differ$
morphologically.$ Because$ of$ its$morphophonological! o`apheresis$ and$ e`apocope$ it$ is$




                                                
14$Deu.$ “die$ sich$ nur$ morphologisch$ von$ der$ Hochsprache$ unterscheiden,$ z.B.$ bei$ den$ Substantiven$
durch$das$Genus$oder$die$Pluralbildung”$(Wiegand$1986:$193).$
15$The$ contents$ in$ round$ brackets$ show$ the$ plural$ form$ of$ a$ Hunsrik$ word,$ if$ it$ is$ different$ to$ the$













































te!sorwët! sorveteMASC! ‘ice$cream’$ EisNEUT!
te!wowo! vovóMASC! ‘grandfather’$ GroßvaterMASC!






























ti!mantel! camisolaFEM$ ‘pullover’$ PulloverMASC$
(MantelMASC$‘coat’)!
tas!maul! >bocaFEM<$ ‘mouth’$ MundMASC$(Maul!
‘snout’)!
ti!paat!xisel! >banheiraFEM<$ ‘bathtub’$ BadewanneMASC$
(BadeschüsselFEM$
‘bathing$bowl’)!


























































te!auto$ carroMASC$ ‘car’$ AutoNEUT$













ti!ranj! laranjaFEM! ‘orange’$ OrangeFEM!
te!tëler(ePL)! prato(sPL)MASC! ‘plate’$ Teller(øPL)MASC!
te!thorte! >tortaFEM<! ‘cake’$ TorteFEM!
te!xoof$(xeefPL)! >ovelhaFEM<$ ‘sheep’$ Schaf(ePL)NEUT$
te!xtiwel(ePL)! bota(sPL)FEM$ ‘boot’$ Stiefel(øPL)MASC!
$








The$ initiative$ of$Equipe!Hunsrik$ (under$ the$ chairmanship$ of$ phonologist$ Ursula$
Wiesemann$ from$ Germany)$ decided$ in$ 2004$ to$ develop$ a$ written$ system$ of$ the$
Riograndese$Hunsrik$ that$was$ easy$ to$ learn$ and$ use$ for$ speakers$ of$ the$ Portuguese$
language.$ This$ decision$marks$ an$ important$ transition$ in$ the$ history$ of$ the$ German$
variety$in$Southern$Brazil$which$was$mostly$traded$orally$until$that$point.$Before$that,$
there$was$never$an$agreement$concerning$the$orthography$of$the$Hunsrik$dialect.$As$
described$ very$ well$ in$ one$ issue$ of$ the$ magazine$ “Sankt$ Paulusblatt”$ the$ ways$ of$
putting$ the$Hunsrik$ into$written$text$can$hardly$be$called$homogeneous.$As$much$as$
the$ ways$ of$ speaking$ differ$ from$ one$ place$ to$ the$ other,$ as$ much$ the$ customs$ of$
writing$ the$ language$ down$ change$ according$ to$ that.$ For$ each$ and$ every$ Hunsrik$
person$the$way$how$she$or$he$speaks$ is$the$most$beautiful$and$only$correct$way$(cf.$








within$ the$ closed$ German$ speaking$ area$ in$ Europe,$ it$ seems$ clear$ that$ not$ many$
scientific$ publications$ or$ dialect$ dictionaries$ get$ published.$ Inner`European$ dialects$
seem$ to$ get$much$more$ attention$ from$ linguists$ than$ those$ of$ language$ islands$ far$
away$ for$ which$ it$ is$ legitimate$ to$ say:$ There$ are$ as$ many$ written$ realizations$ of$
idiolects$as$spoken$idiolects$around$the$world.$All$methods$suggested$for$a$uniformity$
of$ the$ dialect’s$ orthography$ are$ “only”$ generalizations$ that$ try$ to$make$writing$ and$
reading$ of$ those$ dialectal$ texts$ possible$ to$ a$ bigger$ range$ of$ people.$ As$ said$ before$
those$“rules”$are$only$suggestions$and$won’t$become$the$only$valid$system$of$writing$a$
dialect.$ The$ co`existence$of$ different$orthographic$ rules,$ some$of$ them$more$or$ less$
widespread,$cannot$be$prevented.$$
The$ heterogeneity$ of$ a$written$ system$of$ the$ Riograndese$Hunsrik$ can$ also$ be$
noticed$ when$ looking$ at$ scientific$ publications$ on$ this$ German$ variety.$ Schappele$
(1917)$for$instance$uses$an$orthographic$system$that$is$very$close$to$Portuguese.$It$is$
relevant,$ that$ he$ only$ focuses$ on$ the$ influence$ of$ Brazilian$ Portuguese.$ He$ takes$
Portuguese$words$and$modifies$them$to$Hunsrik$words$by$eliminating$all$special$letters$
of$ Portuguese$ (<ã>$→$<a>/<o>,$ <ç>$→$<ss>/<c>,$ also$ <x>$→$<sch>).$ Substantives$
receive$either$an$ +a`,$ +e`$or$ +o`$apocope$or$change$the$final$vocal$ (<a>$→$<e>).$Verbs$
get$ a$ German$ ending$ such$ as$ +en$ or$ +ieren.! Inconsistency$ can$ be$ noticed$ in$ the$
application$ of$ this$ method.$ While$ the$ linguist$ applies$ these$ transformations$ in$ the$
analytic$part$without$exception,$ in$ the$glossary$ this$method$was$not$apply$ to$words,$
which$were$already$“germanized”.$A$very$different$method$of$writing$is$used$by$Fausel$
(1959).$Again$the$Portuguese$vocabulary$is$used$as$a$starting$point$for$the$analysis,$but$
this$ time$ the$ original$ Portuguese$writing$ is$ ignored$ and$ the$ German$ orthography$ is$
used$for$phonological$reasons.$The$graphemic$system$contains$only$graphemes$which$
are$typical$for$the$German$language.$The$graphemes$are$combined$with$the$sounds$of$
Standard$ German.$ As$ a$ result$ many$ changes$ in$ the$ writing$ occur,$ such$ as$
<ã>$→$<a>/<o>,$ <a>$→$<u/><o>,$ <i>$→$<e>,$ <o>$→$<u>$ in$ vowels$ and$
<c>$→$<k>/<ss>/<s>/<g>,$ <ç>$→$<ss>/<c>,$ <g>$→$<k>,$ <h>$→$<j>,$ <j>$→$<sch>,$
<p>$→$<b>,$<q>$→$<g>/<k>,$<t>$→$<d>,$<x>$→$<sch>,$<z>$→$<s>$regarding$consonants.$






played$ the$ publication$ of$ Altenhofen$ (1996).$ He$ established$ the$ expression$
“Riograndenser$Hunsrückisch”$as$ the$ terminus! technicus$ in$ the$German$dialectology.$
The$work$focuses$mainly$on$phonetic`phonological$aspects$using$the$IPA`notation.$The$
meaning$ in$ the$ standard$ language$ is$ noted$ next$ to$ every$ entry,$ but$ a$ consequent$
written$form$apart$from$the$phonetic$alphabet$is$missing.$Especially$the$high$number$
of$ entries$ and$ the$ range$ of$ 52$ different$ IPA`signs$ (16$ of$ those$ are$ vowels,$ 27$
consonants$and$9$diacritic)$makes$it$hard$to$read$and$understand$the$publication$even$
for$a$person$who$is$used$to$the$phonetic$alphabet.$This$leads$to$the$conclusion$that$an$
additional$ notation$ in$ an$ easy$ dialectal$ sign$ system$ would$ be$ favourable.$ The$ very$
same$ linguist$ and$ his$ team$ developed$ such$ a$ new$ orthographic$ method.$ The$ new$
method$ presented$ by$ Altenhofen$ et!al.$ (2007)$ shows$ many$ similarities$ to$ the$ way$
Fausel$(1959)$used$to$categorize,$but$uses$a$vaster$range$of$graphemes.$The$suggested$
way$of$writing$by$Port.$Grupo!de!Estudos!da!Escrita!do!Hunsrückisch$(ESCRITHU)$is$very$
much$based$on$ today’s$German$ standard$ language$ and$ the$dialectal$way$of$writing,$
sometimes$only$differs$slightly$from$the$standard$variety.$For$a$correct$decoding$of$the$
written$ sign,$ it$ is$ necessary$ to$ have$ at$ least$ a$ basic$ knowledge$ of$ the$ German$ or$
Germanic$ graphemics.$ While$ scientists$ working$ on$ the$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ or$ on$
German$ linguistic$ in$ general,$ usually$ know$ Standard$ German,$ it$ is$ very$ difficult$ for$
Brazilians$who$have$no$previous$knowledge$of$ linguistics$ to$understand$the$ linguistic$
code$ that$ is$ an$ adaptation$ from$ Standard$ German,$ even$ if$ they$ speak$ the$ German$
dialect$variety$Hunsrik.$In$comparison,$linguistic$laymen$from$the$inner`European$area$
are$ confronted$ with$ their$ written$ language$ more$ or$ less$ on$ an$ everyday$ basis,$
depending$ on$ where$ in$ Europe$ they$ live.$ Obvious$ reasons$ for$ this$ are$ the$ lack$ of$
contact$ to$ the$ written$ and$ spoken$ the$ Standard$ German$ variety$ and$ the$ primer$
alphabetization$in$Portuguese.$To$serve$the$needs$of$the$general$public$in$Rio$Grande$
do$ Sul,$ which$ has$ no$ or$ very$ little$ knowledge$ of$ Standard$ German,$ the$ project$
members$ of$ Equipe! Hunsrik$ developed$ a$ new$ convention$ on$ writing,$ that$ is$ much$
closer$ to$ the$ Brazilian$ Portuguese$ orthographic$ inventory$ than$ to$ Standard$German.$












the$ characters$ of$ the$ Latin$ alphabet.$ These$ must$ not$ be$ confused$ with$ the$ basic$
entities$of$writing.$They$need$to$be$seen$as$graphemics$units$that$are$put$together$to$
bigger$entities$such$as$morphemes$or$word$forms.$These$entities$of$a$writing$system$





2005:$ 66).$ The$ grapheme$ inventory$ can$ be$ determined$ by$ the$ analysis$ of$ minimal$
pairs,$ which$ is$ also$ used$ by$ the$ determination$ of$ phonemes.$ As$ an$ example$ the$





<c>*$ by$ itself$ is$ not$ part$ of$ the$ basic$ inventory$ of$ graphemes$ of$ the$ Riograndese$
Hunsrik.$ In$theory$ it$can$occur$when$used$in$a$Portuguese$ loanword.$But$since$Allen,$
Dewes$&$Hamester$ Johann$ (2010)$ transfer$all$Portuguese$ loanwords$ to$German,$ the$
Portuguese$ grapheme$ <c>$ is$ replaced$ by$ the$ grapheme$ <k>$ that$ is$more$ typical$ for$
German.$$
The$grapheme$inventory$of$the$German$standard$variety$that$was$determined$by$
Duden$ (2005:$ 67`68)$ does$ not$ note$ a$ great$ number$ of$ graphemes.$ Only$ four$ extra$
graphemes$can$be$found.$Other$graphemes$don’t$get$excluded$but$are$not$prototypical$
for$the$German$language$either$and$only$get$used$in$proper$nouns$and$foreign$words.$
Altmann$ &$ Ute$ Ziegenhain$ (2007:$ 123`124)$ and$ Wolfgang`Geilfuss$ (2007:$ 52)$ use$
another$method$of$defining$ the$grapheme$ inventory$of$German.$To$ the$entities$ that$
can$be$found$in$Duden,$they$add$some$extra$grapheme$sets$that$define$one$phoneme.$







similar$ method$ for$ the$ definition$ of$ the$ grapheme$ inventory$ and$ the$ orthographic$
rules$ of$ writing.$ The$ authors$ combine$ one$ element$ of$ the$ spoken$ language,$ the$
phoneme,$ with$ exactly$ one$ segment$ of$ writing,$ a$ grapheme.$ They$ take$ all$ possible$
orders$ of$ consonants$ and$ vowels$ into$ consideration$ and$ base$ their$ determination$










language$ in$ an$ authentic$ way.$ As$ mentioned$ before,$ in$ this$ article$ more$ than$ one$
dialect$form$of$the$German$standard$variety$can$be$noticed$ in$Southern$Brazil.$Some$
words$are$pronounced$differently$in$each$region,$village$or$family.$Riograndese$Hunsrik$
is$ meant$ to$ be$ introduced$ as$ regional$ standard,$ which$ needs$ a$ standardized$ and$
unified$way$of$written$language.$Even$if$the$pronunciation$of$words$varies$from$region$
to$ region,$each$variation$ is$considered$correct.$Therefore,$even$though$people$speak$
different$ dialects,$ it$ is$ crucial$ for$ all$ of$ them$ to$ follow$ defined$ rules$ for$ written$
language$ as$ implied$ by$ Equipe! Hunsrik.! Their$ set$ rules$ are$ based$ on$ the$ German$
language$ that$ is$ spoken$ in$ Santa$ Maria$ do$ Herval.$ Every$ phoneme$ has$ to$ be$
transferred$ to$ written$ language.$ Same$ sounds$ are$ always$ notated$ with$ the$ same$
graphemes,$therefore$there$is$no$variation$in$spelling.$It$is$very$important$to$take$the$
















































































































<ch>$ [ç],$[χ]$ ch! $ foochel$‘bird’,$ich$‘I’,$licht$‘light’,$puuch$‘book’$
never$at$the$
beginning$

































<ks>$ [k#s]$ ks! $ fiks$‘fixed’,$nëkse$‘next’,$niks$‘nothing’,$wakse$‘grow’$
never$<x>$
















































<ph>$ [pʰ]$ ph! $ gephakt$‘packed’,$phan$‘pan’,$phif$‘whistle’,$phil$‘pill’$
≠$<f>,$rarely$
end$









<sy>$ [s͡j]$ sy! $ heesye!‘rabbit’,!hëmesye$‘calf’,$hoosye$‘pants’,$kënsye$‘goose’$
only$middle,$
diminutive$




<th>$ [tʰ]$ th! $ thante$‘aunt’,$thas$‘cup’,$thax$‘bag’,$thee$‘tee’$
never$end$
<ts>$ [t͡s]$ ts! $ khëtsyer$‘yesterday’,$tsayt$‘time’,$xwarts$‘black’,$xwatse$‘chatter’$
never$<z>$










<y>$ [j]$ y! $ familye$‘family’,$yachte$‘yachts’,$yeete$‘weed’,$yoomere$‘whine’$
≠$<i>$
 













In$ table$ 3$ three$ different$ writing$ approaches$ of$ the$ Riograndese$ Hunsrik$ are$
compared.$Those$three$are$the$most$common$ways$of$writing$in$Hunsrik$in$Rio$Grande$
do$Sul.$First$of$all$the$method$of$Equipe!Hunsrik,$on$which$the$main$focus$of$this$article$
lies,$ will$ be$ summarized.$ The$ second$ approach$ shows$ the$ system$ developed$ by$ the$
Federal$University$of$Rio$Grande$do$Sul$in$Porto$Alegre.$The$last$writing$approach$that$
will$be$introduced$here$is$the$one$used$by$“Sankt$Paulusblatt”,$a$monthly$magazine$of$





each$of$ the$ three$writing$ approaches$used$a$different$ grapheme$ to$notate$ a$ certain$
phoneme$ (shown$ in$ the$ table$ in$ three$ different$ colors$ white$ –$ green$ –$ orange).$ In$
comparison$to$the$concept$of$project$Hunsrik,$the$other$two$writing$approaches$show$
a$ greater$ grapheme$ variation.$ ESCRITHU$ counts$ a$ total$ number$ of$ 46$ graphemes$
whereas$ in$ “Sankt$ Paulusblatt”$ (2010`2012)$ 53$ different$ graphemes$ can$ be$ found.$
Especially$different$graphemes$for$consonants$are$very$dominant$in$the$writing$system$




focus$ is$ to$ enable$ people,$ who$ had$ little$ or$ no$ knowledge$ of$ (written)$ Standard$
German$ before,$ to$ write$ and$ read$ the$ Hunsrik$ dialect.$ The$ limited$ number$ of$



















For$ that$ reason,$ critical$ comments$ coming$ from$ linguists$ of$ the$ University$ in$ Rio$
Grande$ do$ Sul,$ must$ be$ seen$ as$ baseless.$ A$ rule$ for$ writing$ which$ is$ based$ on$ the$
Standard$German$orthography$cannot$be$as$efficient$as$a$writing$approach$that$is$close$
to$ the$ Portuguese$ language,$ which$ is$ the$ dominant$ contact$ language$ of$ all$ Hunsrik$
people$ in$ Southern$ Brazil.$ In$ the$ linguistic$ field,$ scientists$ should$ keep$ close$ to$
Standard$ German$ because$ those$ publications$ are$ usually$ read$ by$ people$ with$ the$
Standard$ German$ knowledge.$ Linguists$ concentrate$ on$ a$ language$ itself$ and$ not$ as$
much$on$ the$ contents$ and$meanings$ that$ are$ conveyed$ therewith.$ The$orthographic$
systems$of$Altenhofen$et!al.$ (2007)$ and$ “Sankt$Paulusblatt”$ (2010`2012)$ show$ some$
similarities.$Both$are$based$on$the$graphemics$of$the$inner`European$German$area$and$
mostly$ ignore$ correlations$ to$ the$ Portuguese$ language.$ Only$ Portuguese$ loanwords$
keep$ their$ original$writing.$ Putting$ those$ two$methods$ in$ contrast$ it$ can$ be$ noticed$
that$the$writing$approach$of$“Sankt$Paulusblatt”$(2010`2012)$is$more$complex$in$terms$
of$dialectology.$Therefore$the$contents$of$the$magazine$written$in$Hunsrik$seem$more$
authentic$ concerning$ the$ use$ of$ dialect,$ than$ the$ orthographic$ realizations$ of$































[a]$ short$a$$ <a>$$ mantel$ <a>$ Mantel! <a>$ Mantel! ‘coat’$
[aː]$ long$a$$ <aa>$$ taach!
taach!
paater$
<aa>$ Taach! <aa>$ Daach! ‘day’$













[ə]$ unacc.$e$ <e>$ mache$ <e>$ mache! <e>$ mache! ‘make’$
[ɪ]$ short$i! <i>$ milich$ <i>$ Millich! <i>$ Millich! ‘milk’$
[iː]$ long$i! <ii>$ xpiil$ <ie>$ Spiel! <ie>$ Spiel! ‘game’$
[ɔ]$ short$o$ <o>$ noch$ <o>$ noch! <o>$ noch! ‘still’$
[oː]$ long$o! <oo>$ noore$ <o>$ nore! <o>$ nore! ‘only’$
[ʊ]$ short$u! <u>$ uf$$ <u>$ uff! <u>$ uff! ‘onto’$
[uː]$ long$u! <uu>$ khuuchel$ <u>$ Kuchel! <uu>$ Kuuchel! ‘ball’$
[a͡ɪ]̯$ ai! <ay>$ layt$ <ei>$ Leit! <ei>$ Leit! ‘people’$
[ɔ͡ɪ]̯$ oi! <oy>$ noyn$ <eu>$ neun! <oi>$ noin! ‘nine’$







[ç],$[χ]$ ch! <ch>$ ich$ <ch>$ ich! <ch>$ ech! ‘I’$
[f]$ f! <f>$ fine!
Fater$
<f>$ finne! <f>$ finne! ‘find’$
<v>$ Vater! <v>$ Vada! ‘father’$
[h]$ h! <h>$ hos$ <h>$ Hoss! <h>$ Hoose! ‘trousers’$
[ʒ]$ j! <j>$ Jorj!
khooraaj$
<j>$ Jorge! <j>$ Jorge! ‘George’$
<g>$ Coragem! <sch>$ Korasch! ‘courage’$





<k>$ krank! <k>$ krank! ‘ill’$
<g>$ Gaul! <g>$ Gaul! ‘horse’$
<ck>$ packe! <ck>$ packe! ‘pack$up’$





[kʰ]$ kh! <kh>$ khus$ <k>$ Kuss! <k>$ Kuß! ‘kiss’$






[k#v]$ kw! <kw>$ kwël$ <qu>$ Quelle! <qu>$ Quelle! ‘source’$
[l]$ l! <l>$ lamp$ <l>$ Lamp! <l>$ Lamp! ‘lamp’$
[m]$ m! <m>$ mëchtich$ <m>$ mechtich! <m>$ meechlich! ‘very’$
[n]$ n! <n>$ naame$$ <n>$ Noome! <n>$ Nome! ‘name’$
[ŋ]$ ng! <ng>$ lang$ <ng>$ lang! <ng>$ lang! ‘long’$
[ŋ͡k]$ nk! <nk>$ pank$$ <nk>$ Bank! <nk>$ Bank! ‘bank’$
[n͡s]$ ns! <ns>$ phans$ <ns>$ Pans! <ns>$ Pans! ‘stomach’$
[p]$ p! <p>$ paater!$
puupche$
<p>$ Pooter! <p>$ Pooda! ‘father’$
<b>$ Bubche! <b>$ Bubche! ‘boy’$













<r>$ rot! <r>$ rot! ‘red’$
<uhr>$ Uhr! <uah>$ Uah! ‘clock’$
<er>$ Lehrer! <a>$ Lehra! ‘teacher’$
<ea>$ Tea! <ea>$ Tea! ‘door’$
<ohr>$ wohr! <oah>$ woah! ‘true’$






kroos$ gros! <ß>$ groß! ‘big’$
[s͡j]$ sy! <sy>$ hoosye$ ```$ ```$ ```$ +++! ‘pants’$
[t]$ t! <t>$ tix!
tënke$
<t>$ Tisch! <t>$ Tisch! ‘table’$
<d>$ denke! <d>$ denke! ‘think’$













<z>$ Zeit! <z>$ Zeid! ‘time’$
[v]$ w! <w>$ waser$ <w>$ Wasser! <w>$ Wassa! ‘water’$
[ʃ]$ x! <x>$ xproch!
xtuul!
xuul!
<sp>$ Sproch! <sp>$ Sproch! ‘language’$
<st>$ Stihl! <st>$ Stul! ‘chair’$
<sch>$ Schul! <sch>$ Schul! ‘school’$
[j]$ y! <y>$ yoer! <j>$ Johr! <j>$ Joah! ‘year’$
 














of$ various$ texts$ in$ Hunsrik$ are$ the$ primary$ reasons$ for$ this$ success.$ Especially$ the$
picture$ dictionary$ that$ was$ presented$ in$ this$ article$ and$ other$ learning$material$ for$
children$and$young$adults$are$important$sources$for$getting$to$know$and$establishing$
the$ Hunsrik$ variety$ in$ Rio$ Grande$ do$ Sul.$ Equipe! Hunsrik$ continues$ to$ promote$ the$
Hunsrik$variety$and$is$already$working$on$new$projects.$In$2014,$a$new$dictionary$will$











supporting$ factor$ in$ strengthening$ and$ improving$ their$ knowledge$ of$ the$ Hunsrik$
dialect.$ Another$ aim$ is$ pursued$ with$ the$ publication$ of$ a$ dictionary$ in$ Hunsrik$ and$
English.$ The$Hunsrik$ dialect$ variety$ should$ become$more$ popular$ all$ over$ the$world$




its$written$ form$and$with$ that$strengthen$ its$position$as$a$ regional$Substandard.$The$
concept$of$project$Hunsrik$seems$to$have$worked$out$very$well$and$its$success$so$far$
speaks$for$itself.$As$demonstrated$with$the$picture$dictionary$the$project$always$puts$
the$ intended$ users$ in$ first$ place.$ Every$ single$ activity$ and$ effort$ in$ spreading$ the$
Hunsrik$dialect$ variety$ is$primarily$directed$ towards$ its$ recipients.$ This$ aim$ is$ a$ valid$
justification$ for$ breaking$ established$ regulations$ and$ habits.$ The$ initiative$ of$
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